Fun In The Snow

Stick by me, chum. . . your photos show how you've been (literally) making new friends in the snow

By Sam Webb

The snow may be causing travel misery across the UK, but for many families up and down the country it is a time for laughs, playing and celebration.

Droves of our red-cheeked readers have been capturing their sub-zero fun by taking pictures.
We've been delighted by ethereal corridors of snow, amazed by a hardy sunbather who stripping down to his swimwear in his garden, enchanted by a pony in a glistening forest and charmed by a robin on a snow-encrusted tree.

Whether it was beautiful scenery or just somebody having fun, Mail Online has been inundated with beautiful images from around the UK and is grateful for all the stunning pictures that have helped us to share the experience.

Are you out frolicking in the snow? Email all your pictures to mailonlinepictures@dailymail.co.uk
What you looking at? This fox appears to stare at the camera as he walks through the snowy woodland in this image captured by Nikola Cotter.
Elise and Lexi Havis created their very own snowman and snowdog in Essex, left, while Laura Whitlock's creation had very fetching ears.
All smiles: Sophie, Maisie and Mary Morris show off the snowman they created at their home in Llay, near Wrexham, left while John and Julia Free from London built a snow family in London's Hyde Park

Ice corridor: This beautiful picture was taken in the Longwell Green area of Bristol by reader Trish Campbell
Snowfall: Trish Campbell of Bristol, captures the moment a tree sheds its snow onto a laughing woman
Chilly chum: A baby is nonplussed by his snowman companion in Farnborough, Hampshire
Joyful: Readers Nadia Adan, Harriet Floyd, Ami Partridge and Samantha Jade frolic at the Queen Elizabeth Conference Centre in London
Getting in on the act: These geese didn't seem to mind the cold weather as they walked on a bridge in Little Easton, Essex, while this young donkey and its mother met up with a snowman in the Snowdonia National Park.
A chestnut-coloured pony stands in a leafy corridor shrouded with snow in this striking image
Frozen gateway: Robert Brown sent in this starkly beautiful image (left) of Machen, Caerphilly, Wales. Joe Deakin from Farnborough chilling (literally) in the snow
The sledges were out in force at 'Joey the Swan' in Wistaston, Crewe, Cheshire on Friday. Appropriately-named reader Jonathan White sent this picture in.
Polar bear: Youngster Harvey poses with a giant snow bear in this picture from Moya Liddle in Ipswich, Suffolk
Caolan, 7, enjoying the snow in County Antrim, Ireland. Sent in by Eimear Kearney. Roger Adams and Gemma Reeve - and a glacial friend - in Nonsuch Park, Surrey
Lola Olujinmi, of Walthamstow London, and her adorable Jack Russell terrier Monica
Melanie Huber snapped these majestic creatures in East Sussex
A robin perched on a snow-encrusted branch by Rachael O'Sullivan
Icicles hanging from a bush in Little Baddow, near Chelmsford, Essex. Sent in by Scott Huntley
Chilly: Becky McGinlay sent in this picture of her dog enjoying playing in the snow
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